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Export broadcast ready MPEG Transport/Program 
streams with 708/608 captioning directly from
Premiere Pro CC

PixelTools’ ultra high quality encoding and processing tools are now available as a plug-In to 
the latest version of Adobe Premiere CC. Expert-Broadcast accomplishes the �nal encoding 
and wrapping of content from the timeline for direct broadcast or for uploading to broadcast 
servers.  The plug-in embeds CEA-608 and 708 captioning into the video stream in compliance 
with broadcast standards and company speci�cationss. The tool also includes broadcast and 
onboarding features such as selectable Transport PIDs, 8 channel PCM SMPTE302m audio, 
Content Advisory Flags, CGMS �ags, and Active Format Description �ags.

Expert-Broadcast™

Product Highlights
Fully compliant transport multiplexer with user 
selectable PID assignment
Video encoding from SD to 8K frame sizes
SMPTE 302M two or eight channel PCM audio in 
Transport stream.
Compliant Closed Caption (608/708/SCTE) insertion 
from timed text (.SCC, .CAP, .TXT) �les 

Transcoding of analog line 21 type captioning into 
708 and 608 standards.
Graphics to broadcast video color space conversion.
Frame Filtering to minimize low bit-rate encoding 
artifacts
Multiplexing with audio encoded from the timeline 
or from an external audio �le
MPEG1 and MPEG2 encoding
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Video Encoding
- Frame sizes: 8192x8192 to 128x128
- Output Bit-rate: 500 to 0.5 MBits/Sec
- IPB sequence: Adjustable and I frame only
- Chroma: 4:2:2 and 4:2:0
- Pro�le: High, 422, Main, Simple
- Level: High, Main, Low
- DC Precision: 11,10,9,8 bits
- DCT Scan: Zig-Zag and Alternate
- Low Delay option

Closed Captioning
- Accepts captions from .SCC, .CAP, text and time code
  .txt �les and Adobe Side Car
- Transcodes Analog Line 21 frame into digital captions
- Captioning Formats: CEA-708, CEA-608, ATSC,     
  SCTE20, DVD, Analog
- Captioning Styles: CC1, CC2, CC3, CC4

Multiplexing
- Transport and Program Stream
- User settable PID settings
- SCTE 302m 8 and 2 channel PCM Audio
- External audio input option accepts AC3, DTS, AAC, 
  and PCM audio
- Terminate at end of video or audio option

Meta Data
- CGMS: Copy O�, Copy Once; Copy Freely
- APS: Type 1-3
- Content Advisory: MPA, US TV, Canadian TV 
   ratings
- Active Format Description: All 10 standard 
   format descriptions

Audio Encoding
- MPEG
- A-52

Compliant with ATSC and Cable Labs 
speci�cations.

Includes presets to create compliant 
Onboarding streams for Net�ix, DirecTV, 
and others.

Expert-Broadcast™Speci�cations

All PixelTools products and upgrade purchases include 6 months of free tech support and product upgrades. Additional tech support and 
upgrades are available under a PixelTools maintenance agreement. Contact us for volume pricing and information on custom development 
options for any of our products. Not sure which product to buy? Compare our updated product features at a glance on our website.




